Abstract. In view of the Economic Class of two-dimensional partial differential equation, a two dimensional scale function was chosen and was applied to the wavelet collocation method. Simultaneously, the two dimensional scaling basis function was proved satisfy the interpolate property. And according to two dimensional multi-resolution analysis theory, the approximate formulas of solutions for the Economic Class of the two dimensional differential equations were given. The two dimensional partial differential equations were separated by the wavelet collocation method and the system of ordinary differential equations was built. At last, the system of partial differential equations was solved. The result was better than the traditional Galerkin method and with higher precision.
2-D Shannon wavelet collocation method
Supposed the monadic function ( ) 
was the corresponding scale function, take the Shannon scale function as the example,
The Figure 1 . was produced by the tensor product of the two-dimensional Shannon scale function. 
The structure of basis function and its characteristic
Considering the two-dimensional function ( ) y x f , ,and taking the two-dimensional Shannon scale function to as the basis function, Because the situation of evenly discrete was more convenient than the non-even discrete. Therefore according to the multi-resolution analysis theory to the function ( )
to carry on the even discrete., and the unit grid size records for 
The discrete forms of two-dimensional partial differential equations
The Economic Class of the two-dimensional partial differential equation
and may express is
If the system of equations were solved, then we may obtain the approximate solution of two-dimensional partial differential equation (1) may be obtained.
Numerical computation of the example
Considering the two-dimensional ellipse partial differential equation. Fig 4．the numerical solution of traditional Galerkin method Through the computed result chart, the two-dimensional wavelet collocation method obviously very well, Although it has the certain error with the analytic solution, the result is better than the traditional Galerkin method , moreover,it is more convenient and suitable.
Conclusions
Using the two-dimensional Shannon wavelet collocation method to discrete the Economic Class of two-dimensional partial differential equation, a group ordinary differential equation were succinctly obtained, thus will be reduced the difficulty to the partial differential equation.the result was better than the traditional Galerkin method .Obviously the resultwas satisfied.
